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Abstract. In this paper, an end-to-end machine learning-based system was 
proposed for the challenge task of chemical and disease named entity recogni-
tion (DNER) and chemical-induced diseases (CID) relation extraction in BioCrea-
tive V, where DNER includes chemical and disease mention recognition (CDMR) 
and normalization (CDN). The system consists of six components: a prepro-
cessing module, two individual sequence labeling module, an ensemble mod-
ule, a normalization module and a CDR extraction module. The two sequence 
labeling modules and the ensemble module were designed for CDMR. Evalua-
tion using the challenge corpus showed that our system achieved the highest 
F1-scores of 86.76% on CDMR, 67.82% on CDN and 41.26% on CID relation ex-
traction, respectively.   

Keywords. Chemical and disease named entity recognition, chemical-induced 
diseases relaiton extraction, sequence labeling, ensemble learning;  

1 Introduction 

As chemicals (or drugs), diseases, and their relations play important 

roles in many areas of biomedical research and healthcare such as drug 

discovery and safety surveillance, they have attracted considerable at-

tention in recent years. Automatic chemical and disease recognition and 

chemical-disease relation (CDR) extraction has become the main direc-

tion on this topic. Despite some attempts, few automatic tools are freely 

available. CDR extraction remains challenging. 

Through BioCreative V, a challenge task of automatic extraction of 

mechanistic and biomarker CDRs from the biomedical literature in 
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support of biocuration, new drug discovery and drug safety surveillance 

was proposed to advance text-mining research on relationship extrac-

tion and provide practical benefits to biocuration [1]. This task included 

two subtasks: chemical and disease mention recognition and normaliza-

tion (DNER) and chemical-induced diseases (CID) relation extraction. 

We developed an end-to-end machine learning-based system for the 

challenge of automatic extraction of mechanistic and biomarker CDRs, 

including a stacked ensemble subsystem for chemical and disease men-

tion recognition (CDMR), a re-ranking subsystem for chemical and 

disease normalization (CDN) and a ranking subsystem for CID relation 

extraction. Evaluation on the corpus of the challenge shows that our 

system achieves the highest F1-scores of 86.76 on CDMR, 67.82% on 

CDN and 41.26% on CID relation extraction, respectively.  

2 Methods 

Dataset 

The CDR task organizers of BioCreative V manually annotated 1500 

PubMed records, of which 1000 records were used as training and de-

velopment sets, and the remaining 500 records were used as a test set. 

Not only disease and chemical mentions with MeSH identifiers (IDs), 

but also CID pairs with relations were marked up [2]. Figure 1 shows 

an example of annotation records. 

Fig.1 Example of annotation records. 

Title:         Cardiovascular complications associated with terbutaline treatment for preterm labor.

Abstract: Severe cardiovascular complications occurred in eight of 160 patients treated with 

terbutaline for preterm labor. Associated corticosteroid therapy and twin gestations appear to be 

predisposing factors. Potential mechanisms of the pathophysiology are briefly discussed.

NER:

CID pairs:

Position 
Mention Label MeSH identifier 

Start End 

0 28 Cardiovascular complications Disease D002318 

45 56 terbutaline Chemical D013726 

71 84 preterm labor Disease D007752 

93 121 cardiovascular complications Disease D002318 

169 180 terbutaline Chemical D013726 

185 198 preterm labor Disease D007752	
	

Chemical MeSH identifier Disease MeSH identifier 

D013726 D002318 
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Overview of system 

Our system, as shown in Figure 2, consists of six components: a pre-

processing module, two individual sequence labeling module, an en-

semble module, a normalization module and a CID relation extraction 

module. Given a record with title and abstract, the preprocessing mod-

ule first finished sentence boundary detection and tokenization. Then 

the two individual sequence labeling modules extracted chemical and 

disease mentions. Subsequently, the ensemble module used a stacked 

ensemble learning method to combine the predictions of the previous 

two sequence labeling modules. After that, the normalization module 

linked each extracted mention to a MeSH ID. Finally, the CID relation 

extraction module found out between which chemicals and diseases 

there have CID relations. 

Fig 2. Overview architecture of our CDR system. 

Sequence Labeling for CDMR 

In our study, CDMR was recognized as a sequence labeling problem. 

Two individual sequence labeling modules: CRF [3] and SSVM [4] 

were employed for CDMR. They used the same features as shown in 

Table 1.  

Table 1. Features used in the two sequence labeling modules 

Feature Description 

Bag-of-words Unigrams: w0, w−1, w1,w−2, w2;

Bigrams:  w−2w−1, w−1w0, w−1w0,   w0w1, w0w1, w1w2;

Trigrams: w−2w−1w0, w−1w0w1, w0w1w2

POS tags Unigrams: p0, p−1, p1, p−2, p2

Bigrams:  p−2p−1, p−1p0, p−1w0,   w0w1, w0w1, w1w2;

Trigrams: w−2w−1w0, w−1w0w1, w0w1w2

Combinations of 

tokens and POS 
p−2w−1, p−1w0, p0w1, p1w2; w−2p−1, w−1p0, w0p1, w1p2

Sentence 

information 

Length of the current sentence; Whether there is any 

bracket unmatched in the current sentence. 
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Affixes Prefixes and suffixes of the length from 1 to 5. 

Orthographical 

features  

Whether the current word is an upper Caps word, contains 

a digit or not, has uppercase characters inside, etc.  

Word shapes Any or consecutive uppercase character(s), lowercase 

character(s), digit (s) and other character(s) in the current 

word is/are repaced by ‘A’, ‘a’, ‘#’ and ‘-’ respectively. 

Section 

information 

Which section the current word belongs to, title or ab-

stract?  

Word representa-

tion features[5]  

Brown clustering (https: //github.com/percyliang/brown-

cluster); Word2vec (https://code. google.com/p/word2vec/) 

Dictionary fea-

tures  

Chemical dictionary: The comparative toxicogenomics 

database (CTD) [6], drugbank [7], Medical subject head-

ings (MeSH) [8] Pharmacogenetics Knowledge Base 

(PharmGKB) [9], The unified medical language system 

(UMLS) [10], and Wikipedia; 

Disease dictionary: CTD, MeSH, UMLS, disease ontology 

[11], National Drug File Reference Terminology (NDF-

RT) [12] and Wikipedia. 

Frequency 

features 

If the frequency of the current word is higher than a given 

value (4 in our system) and the inverse document frequen-

cy of it is less than another given value ( 0.1 in our sys-

tem)?  

Character 

N-grams

Character N-grams (N=1s, …, 4) within the current word. 

Stacked Ensemble for CDMR 

A meta-classifier based on Support Vector Machines (SVMs) with a 

linear kernel was used to ensemble the mentions predicted by the pre-

vious sequence labeling modules by checking whether any predicted 

mention was correct. A variety of features were used to describe the 

agreement and consistency between the previous modules. Each con-

cept predicted by a sequence labeling module was compared with all 

other concepts predicted in the same sentence. For each pair of con-

cepts, we extracted eight features from the text spans, such as “if the 

text spans match”, “if the text spans partially match (any word over-

lap)”, “if the text spans have the same start position” and “if one text 

span subsumes the other”. Furthermore, given a mention, how many 

modules predicted it and which module predicted it were also taken 

into account. 
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Normalization Module 

A re-ranking subsystem was used for normalization. Firstly, we nor-

malized mentions, especially abbreviations, according to the context of 

documents, and then employed the MeSH normalization module and 

Wikipedia to generate candidates for ranking. Finally, we ranked the 

candidates using SVM-rank and regarded the first-ranked item as the 

normalized name with a Mesh ID. The features used for candidate rank-

ing includes: Bag-of-words; Similarity between a candidate and its 

mention; Similarity between a candidate and the normalized mention 

according to the context of documents; Whether a candidate generated 

by MeSH, Wikipedia or both of them; Place of a candidate in the rank 

list of MeSH; Place of a candidate in the rank list of Wikipedia;Type of 

a candidate generated by MeSH. 

CID relation extraction module 

We used a linear SVM classifier for CID relation extraction according 

to the context between CID pairs. The features used in this classifier 

included bag-of-words, the number of other mentions between a CID 

pair and chemical-disease relation based on CTD. 

3 Results 

In the challenge, we were allowed to submit three runs for DNER and 

CID relation extraction, respectively. The best results of our system on 

CDMR, CDN and CID relation extraction were shown in Table 2. The 

highest F1-scores of our systems were 86.76% on CDMR (ranking 

first), 67.82% on CDN and 41.26% on CID relation extraction. 

Table 2. Best results of our system for the challenge (%). 

Task Precision Recall F1-score 

DNER 
CDMR 89.21 84.45 86.76 

CDN 71.76 64.29 67.82 

CID relation extraction 54.46 33.21 41.26 
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